The ground bound states in the five-body muonic ions abµe 2 (or (abµe 2 ) − ), where (a, b) = (p, d, t), are considered for the first time. As follows from accurate numerical computations of these five-body ions they are similar to the negatively charged hydrogen ion H − with a three-particle central quasi-nucleus abµ (or (abµ) + ). These five-body ions play some role in the muon-catalyzed fusion of nuclear reaction in liquid deuterium and/or deuterium-tritium mixtures. We also discuss the bound states in the six-body abcµe 2 quasi-molecules, where (a, b, c) = (p, d, t). These six-body, two-electron quasi-molecules are of great interest for muon-catalyzed nuclear fusion, since in liquid deuterium and/or deuterium-tritium mixture more than 99 % of all muon-catalyzed reactions of the (dd)− and (dt)−fusion occur in such six-body quasi-molecules: ddtµe 2 , dddµe 2 and dttµe 2 . PACS number(s): 36.10.Dr
I. INTRODUCTION
The goal of this study is to analyze the bound state spectra and internal structure of a number of five-and six-body species which contain one negatively charged muon µ − and two bound electrons e − . These compounds are formed when fast negatively charged muons µ − slow down in liquid deuterium (hydrogen) and during the following chain of reactions of muon-catalyzed fusion. In various papers published since the end of 1950's (see, e.g., [1] - [5] ) it was assumed that the reactions of the nuclear (d, d)− and (d, t)−fusion d + d = 3 He + n + 3.270MeV ; d + d = t + p + 4.033MeV (1) d + t = 4 He + n + 17.590MeV (2) proceed in the three-particle muonic molecular ions ddµ and dtµ, respectively (see, e.g., [6] ).
It is clear that the actual fusion rates substantially depend upon the quantum numbers of actual bound state(s) in three-body muonic molecular ions ppµ, pdµ, ptµ, ddµ, dtµ and ttµ.
The total energies of all 22 bound states in six muonic molecular ions ppµ, pdµ, ptµ, ddµ, dtµ and ttµ can be found in [7] . In reality, it is difficult to imagine that such compact ions can exist as bare positively charged quasi-particles at very low temperatures which can be found in liquid hydrogen, or in liquid deuterium. In general, all three-particle muonic molecular ions will attract a number of electrons from surronding molecules. In addition to this, the positively charged ddµ and dtµ ions and neutral hydrogen-like ddµe and dtµe atoms will interact with the atoms of deuterium, tritium and hydrogen molecules from liquid deuterium and/or deuterium-tritium mixture. Such interactions will lead, in principle, to the of the neutral two-electron H 2 molecule. As was found in actual experiments more than 99 % of all (dd)− and (dt)−fusion reactions in liquid deuterium and/or deuterium-tritium mixture occur in such six-body quasi-molecules: pdtµe 2 , dddµe 2 and ddtµe 2 (see, e.g., [6] and references therein). In this study we investigate the basic properties and internal structure of these six-body quasi-molecules abcµe 2 . It should be mentioned here that none of these five-and six-body muonic ions and quasi-molecules have been considered earlier.
Our goal below is to perform variational computations of the ground S(L = 0)−states in the five-body ions abµe 2 = (abµe 2 ) − , where (a, b) = (p, d, t), and in the six-body abcµe 2 quasi-molecules, where (a, b, c) = (p, d, t). Briefly, we consider the bound ground S(L = 0)−states in a number of five-and six-body two-electron systems each of which contains one negatively charged muon µ − , two electrons e − and two (or three) bare nuclei of hydrogen isotopes, i.e. the nuclei of protium p, deuterium d and/or tritium t. In our computations we determine the total energies and basic geometrical and physical properties of these ions and quasi-molecules. All calculations in this work have been performed with the use the following particle masses:
where m e is the electron's mass. The same set of particle masses has been used in our calculations of the three-body muonic molecular ions [7] . In this study we apply the atomic units in whichh = 1, e = 1 and m e = 1. Our goal below is to determine the accurate solutions of the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation for the discrete spectrum HΨ = EΨ (where while indexes 4, 5 and 6 denote the two (or three) heavy hydrogen nuclei. To determine the accurate solutions of the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation HΨ = EΨ (where E < 0) in this study we apply the variational expansion of the wave function Ψ written in multi-dimensional gaussoids in the relative coordinates r ij =| r j − r k |= r kj [9] , [11] . The symbol r i designates the Cartesian coordinates of the i−th particle. Each of these gaussoids explicitly depends upon a complete set of the relative coordinates r ij . For the five-particle abµe 2 ions one finds ten relative coordinates r ij = r 12 , r 13 , r 14 , r 15 , r 23 , . . . , r 45 .
Formally, only nine of these relative coordinates are truly independent, but this fact does not complicate analytical operations and numerical computations with the use of multidimensional gaussoids (in contrast with the basis of linear exponents).
The variational expansion of the ground state wave function of the abµe 2 ion, where a = b, written in multi-dimensional gaussoids takes the form:
where N A is the total number of basis functions used in variational computations, C i are the linear parameters of this variational expansion, while α
jk are the non-linear parameters which must be varied in actual calculations. The internal sum in the exponent in Eq. (6) is calculated over all possible pairs of particles, i.e. (jk) = (12), (13), . . . , (45), where we used the fact that the (jk) and (kj) permutations are identical, i.e., (jk) = (kj). Note that the wave functions, Eq.(6), corresponds to the spatial part of the total wave function. Indeed, this wave function does not contain any spin functions, but it has the correct permutation symmetry in respect to the two electron coordinates (particles 1 and 2 in our notation).
In the ppµe 2 , ddµe 2 and ttµe 2 ions we have an additional pair of indistinguishable particles.
Antisymmetrization of the total wave functions for such ions is slightly complicated. For the spatial part of the total wave function of the aaµe 2 ion we can write in our notations:
where Ψ is the spatial part of the total wave function of this ion. Since the spin part of the total wave function is a spatial constant, then the spatial wave function Ψ can be considered as the total wave function of the aaµe 2 ion. The basis wave function ψ i in Eq. (6) is written in the form As follows from these two formulas theP 12 ψ i function can be obtained from the ψ i function by replacing the corresponding non-linear parameters in the exponent of the ψ i basis function.
TheP 45 ψ i andP 12P45 ψ i functions are determined analogously: Results of our calculations of the five-body negatively charged ions abµe 2 = (abµe 2 ) − can be found in Table I . Table I contains the total energies of the abµe 2 ions. As follows from a comparison of the total energies from Tables I and II all Table IV ).
This indicates clearly that the electronic structure of the five-body abµe 2 ions is similar to the electronic structure of the two-electron H − ion(s).
III. SIX-BODY MUONIC QUASI-MOLECULES
The neutral six-body systems pdtµe 2 , ddtµe 2 , dddµe 2 and dttµe 2 , etc, include two heavy positively charged quasi-nucleus, e.g., dtµ (or (dtµ) + ) and d (or d + ), and two bound electrons e − . Therefore, the internal structure of these six-body muonic systems must be similar to the two-electron hydrogen H 2 molecule. To respect this fact below we shall call and consider these six-body systems as 'quasi-molecules'. As mentioned above the radius of the three-particle 'muonic' quasi-nucleus (dtµ) + (and analogous (pdµ) the absolute values of their total energies are smaller than the total energy of the p(dt)µe 2 system and they are not considered in this study. In other words, our notation abcµe 2 always means that the inequality M a ≤ M b ≤ M c is obeyed for three nuclear masses of the hydrogen isotopes a, b, c.
For the non-symmetric six-body quasi-molecules, e.g., for pdtµe 2 , the trial variational wave function of the correct permutation symmetry takes the form
while for the 'partially' symmetric quasi-molecules, e.g., for ddtµe 2 , we can write
where the internal sum is taken over all 15 permutations of particles (jk) = (kj) = (12), (13), (14), . . ., (45), (46) and (56). Note again that for an arbitrary six-body system we have fifteen relative coordinates r ij , but in our three-dimensional space only twelve of them are truly independent. Nevertheless, as it was shown in [9] one can operate with the variational expansion, Eq.(13), by assuming that all fifteen relative coordinates are indepen-dent of each other and all variational parameters α (i) jk can be varied without any additional restriction.
As follows from Eqs. (12) and (13) the explicit construction of the trial wave functions for both these cases is relatively simple. A real complication can be found for the pppµe 2 , dddµe 2 and tttµe 2 quasi-molecules which contain three identical hydrogen nuclei. In these cases we cannot represent the actual wave function as a single product of the spatial and spin functions. The actual wave functions of these six-body quasi-molecules must be represented as finite sums of products of the different spatial and spin functions. To illustrate this fact let us consider the six-body pppµe 2 quasi-molecule. To produce the trial wave function of the correct permutation symmetry we can act as for the three-electron Li-atom [10] , [11] .
This means that we write the explicit expression for the wave function in the form
where A 456 is the complete antysymmetrizer for three particles with indexes (or numbers) 4, [10] , [12] ). In these notations one finds the two following spin functions for three-proton system: φ final forms we need to perform integration over spin variables of all particles, including two electrons and three protons. Details of such an integration and explicit forms of the arising spatial projectors can be found in [7] . Note that in calculations of the total energy and for large number of bound state properties of the pppµe 2 , dddµe 2 and tttµe 2 quasi-molecules we can use only one spin functions, e.g., φ (2 + 2P 45 −P 46 −P 56 −P 456 −P 546 ) [7] . In general, the use of only one spin function substantially simplifies all numerical computations.
Results of our calculations of the six-body pdtµe 2 and ddtµe 2 quasi-molecules in their ground S(L = 0)−states can be found in Tables I (total energies) and III (properties).
Again,we have to note that, e.g., the three-particle dtµ ion (or (dtµ) + ion) have five bound states (for more detail, see [11] ) and each of these bound states generates a separate series of electron bound states in the ddtµe 2 quasi-molecules (the 'fundamental series', see above).
In addition to this there is a number of electron excited states and many 'vibrational' and 'rotational' states in each of these six-body quasi-molecules. Moreover, for the abcµe 2 quasimolecule, where a = b = c, one finds three different series of bound state spectra, since one of the central heavy nucleus can be either (abµ) + , or (acµ) + , or (bcµ) + . These series of bound states form the exchange series of the bound state spectra. The difference between the fundamental and exchange series of bound states is obvious, since the fundamental series of bound stateis related to the internal structure of the heaviest quasi-nucleus (bcµ) + , while the exchange series are related with the different combinations of hydrogen isotopes in the two heavy quasi-nuclei. It is clear that there is no exchange series of the bound state spectra in the five-body abµe 2 ions. For the six-body pdtµe 2 quasi-molecule one finds three different exchange series of bound states, while for the ddtµe 2 system there are two 'exchange' series of bound states. The total number of different seires of bound electronic states (fundamental + exchange) equals nine for the pdtµe 2 quasi-molecule and ten for the ddtµe 2 quasi-molecule.
As mentioned above in this study for each abcµe 2 system we investigate the ground S(L = 0)−state only. This bound state has the lowest energy among all possible bound states. The computed total energies for all ten abcµe 2 systems are presented in Table I in atomic units. Table III contains some bound state properties of the six-body pdtµe 2 quasi-molecule which must be compared with the bound state (electronic) properties of the two-electron hydrogen 1 H 2 (or ppee) molecule (see Table IV ). As follows from such a comparison the basic electronic properties of the six-body pdtµe 2 quasi-molecule (and, in general, any six-body abcµe 2 system) are very similar to the analogous properties of the two-center H 2 molecules. Therefore, the electronic structures of these two classes of fewbody systems are also similar. This fact must simplify future analysis of the six-body abcµe 2 systems which contain three nuclei of the hydrogen isotopes.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have considered the bound state spectra of the five-and six-body two-electron muonic The bound state spectra in the six-body abcµe 2 quasi-molecules are also considered. It is shown that the internal structure of each of these six-body quasi-molecules is similar to the electronic structure of the two-center hydrogen H 2 molecule. In contrast with the five-body (abµe 2 ) − ions, each of the six-body quasi-molecules abcµe 2 has many dozens of electron bound states. Classification of these bound states is a complex problem, which can be solved by considering separation of the bound state spectra into different series of bound states, e.g., into the fundamental and exchange series. Accurate and complete analysis of the bound state spectra in the six-body abcµe 2 quasi-molecules will reqiure a number of years. In addition to this, now we can determined a large number of expectation values (i.e.
bound state properties) of these quasi-molecules to a good accuracy.
In conclusion, we note again that the direct numerical calculations of the bound state spectra in the five-and six-body two-electron muonic systems abµe 2 [or (abµe 2 ) − ] and abcµe 2 is a new and significant step in our understanding of the internal sructure of these systems and processes in them. In one short paper it is impossible to answer all important questions. The next goal in studies of five-and six-body two-electron muonic systems abµe 2 [or (abµe 2 ) − ] and abcµe 2 is to increase the overall accuracy of numerical computations of bound states in these ions and/or quasi-molecules. In addition to this, we need to determine more bound state properties, including the expectation values of all interparticle delta-functions, triple delta-functions, etc. These values are needed to predict the actual rates of different processes, e.g., nuclear fusion rate(s), in different five-and six-body two-electron muonic systems. In particular, the study of the six-body abcµe 2 quasi-molecules which contain either the dtµ quasi-nucleus, or ddµ quasi-nucleus in their weakly bound states (the excited L-states, or (1,1)-states) is of great theoretical interest, since in these quasi-nucleus we can observe a strong mixture of the 'nuclear' and electron bound states. In other words, the electron and nuclear motions in such six-body systems cannnot be separated from each other and must be considered together. Even classification of such 'mixed' bound states is a very interesting problem.
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